
Gary,
I don't have lab data for you yet.  The Quality Control for some of the tests did not confirm the numbers so the tests are 
being run again.  I will send you results as soon as I get them.

The legal proceedings I mentioned are the right for anyone having an administrative action against them.  So if a Notice 
of Violation or a Civil Penalty is issued, the person or company receiving that action has the right to a hearing before an 
Administrative Law Judge and the right to appeal that ruling if they so desire.  Very similar to traffic citations.  In most of 
our cases the respondent does not request a hearing and the penalty stands and the case is done.  If a hearing is 
requested the case then is referred to the Department of Justice and the Office of Administrative Hearings for scheduling 
the hearing.  That usually takes quite a bit of time.

Mike

Michael L Odenthal
Pesticide Program Lead Investigator
Oregon Dept. of Agriculture 
635 Capitol St NE
Salem, OR 97301
503-986-4655
modenthal@oda.state.or.us

On Nov 14, 2013, at 6:37 PM, Gary Hill wrote:

11/14/2013
 
Mr. Odenthal:
 
RE: Case No.140147
 
Greetings to you.
 
I do have two questions at this time.
 
First, if the lab has finished its tests, can you share the results with me?
 
Second, concerning point 2's reference to legal proceedings in  your November 4, 2013 email 
to me, can you please briefly describe what the legal proceedings would entail?
 
Sincerely,
 
Gary Hill
95815 Ponderosa Drive

Michael Odenthal <modenthal@oda.state.or.us>
To: Gary Hill <tallfir@aceweb.com>
Re: 

 

November 15, 2013  8:01 AM

mailto:modenthal@oda.state.or.us


Gold Beach, OR 97444
541-247-7675
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sent from the ODA’s Mike Odenthal  at 10:44 am Monday, November 4, 2013:   
 
 
1.  Test results.  I anticipate test results from the original sampling in your neighborhood 
sometime this week.  I know the sample packages are in the data review stage so unless there 
are difficulties we should see results soon (days not weeks).
 
2.  ODA investigation completion.  I don't have a firm time schedule for this.  We want to have 
more conversations with the applicator and land owner.  Then we have to review the 
information and see if it supports a violation or not or if we need more information.  
Additionally we have received at least one more complaint from a neighbor to add into the 
mix.  Once the investigation is complete if there are enforcement actions taken we will have to 
go through the legal proceedings due to anyone in administrative law. 
 
3.  Other Oregon Agencies.   Forestry is conducting its own investigation reference the forest 
practices act.  They probably won't have to contact you all because they can use ODA's 
investigation should they need that.  
   DEQ is following ODA and Forestry's investigations and evaluating if there are issues they 
need to follow up on.  
US EPA is following ODA's investigation.  Oregon has what is called primacy within the State 
so EPA will not typically take action unless the State can't.  ODA conduct's inspections for the 
US EPA in Oregon.  
PARC is tracking cases for analysis.
 
All agencies involved are talking regularly via phone conference to discuss what we know and 
next steps.
 
 
Michael L Odenthal
Pesticide Program Lead Investigator
Oregon Dept. of Agriculture 
635 Capitol St NE
Salem, OR 97301
503-986-4655



503-986-4655
modenthal@oda.state.or.us
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